
 

"Don't just talk – act!"
In our jobs, we as staff members of UMSICHT are working on the development and the realization of sustainable products, processes 
and concepts. Many of us also have ideas for a more sustainable personal daily routine. We have collected these ideas from our colle-
agues. On the occasion of our 25th anniversary the Sustainability Working Group presents a selection of those ideas which are intended 
to raise the awareness for the topic and which are suggestions for a change in behavior. 
I am a part of it – What about YOU? 

Fraunhofer UMSICHT – 25 X SUSTAINABLE

RESOURCES CONSERVATION

1 Print intelligently (not everything, double-sided, two pages on one, black and white)

2 Buy intelligently (durable and easy-to-repair products, energy efficient electronic devices,…)

3 Turn off electronic devices and light after work or if not required 

4 Heat intelligently (use shock ventilation, adjust temperature, do not obstruct radiators)

5 Dispose of waste correctly (e. g. electrical waste)

MOBILITY

 6 Switch over from car to public transport or bicycle; do more walking

7 Use carpooling (including business trips)

8 Take the train instead of planes and cars 

9 Replace business trips with telephone and video conferences 

10 Drive intelligently (anticipatory, slower, shift gears early, ensure suitable tire pressure)

OWN FOOTPRINT 

11 Use green electricity 

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20

Eat vegetarian food more often (or vegan if you like), introduce a meat-free day

Buy regional products and food

Do not throw away so much food; purchase only the amounts needed 

Boycott short product life cycles through a longer usage, e. g. of lifestyle products such as smartphones 

Repair (with help, in repair cafés or through experts) or recycle (for spare parts) defective devices and other objects if possible 

Abstain from using plastic (bags), disposable package and tableware 

Reduce long-distance journeys: do you need a private long-distance journey every year?  
Think about offsetting indispensable flights (e. g. through atmosfair) 

Abstain from using dryers – use clotheslines and heat pump dryers instead; load washing machines completely 

Use the stop button on the toilet, save water and choose the eco program of the dishwasher; take a shower instead of a bath 

PERSONAL ENGAGEMENT 

21 Use an environment-friendly search engine (e. g. "ecosia", "UMLU" and "benefind«)

22 Exercise your voting rights (works council, equal opportunities representative, scientific technical committee etc.) 

23 Contribute your own opinion (meetings, committees, ...)

FURTHER TIPS

24 Use the stairs more and elevators less

25 Buy fair-trade products (e. g. clothes, coffee, …)

YOU have further ideas? Get in touch with us.  
WE are the Sustainability Working Group of Fraunhofer UMSICHT: nachhaltigkeit@umsicht.fraunhofer.de




